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Asia's AMA ancmalles
Speakers at the Op Risk Asia event warned about the challenges posed by the varied and sometimes
inconsistent application by different banks of the advanced measurement approach to op risk
capital. Other topics included corporate culture and credit card fraud. By Alexander Campbell

T

he keynote

speaker at rhe OpRisk Asia

conference in Singapore on June 27 and
28, the Bank of Japan's Mitsutoshi Adachi,

warned that inconsistencies lil implementing the
Basel advanced measurement approach (AMA) for
operarional risk capiral could undermine the intent
of rhe Basel rules.
Earlier this year at the OpRisk

North Amer-

ica conference in New York, Adachi - who is also
chairman of the Basel Committee's operational risk
subgroup of the standards implernenration group
(Sigor) - said that inconsisrencies in AMA "could be
a sign that some banks assumed more than acceptable levels of model risk". And in Singapore he said:
"AMA practices are vastly varied even today, and this
poses chaUenges. Some banks are too reliant on internal data or scenario analysis, and there is a danger of
creating an inaccurate picture of rhe risks, and a false
sense of security,"
While model risk wiU never be cornplerely elirninated, Sigor "aims at narrowing the range of AMA
methods and outcornes and eliminating practices
ourside the acceptable range", he said. "Eliminating
these practices could increase confidence in the capital levels and model outputs," he added.
Confidence in calculation results is essenrial ifbanks

A Sigor review of the "simple approaches" - the
basic indicator and standardised approaches (BIA

And he hinted that the Basel Committee would
reduce its emphasis on moving banks towards AMA

and TSA) - aims ro determine "wherher there are

in the light of rhe 2008 financial crisis: "There is a
sense in the cornmittee that Basel II went too far, and
relied too much on internal models. The crisis tainred

meaningful differences between rhe approaches in
risk sensitivity and capital terrns", Adachi said. "The
review is intended to make the simple approaches
more credible and better able ro serve as benchmarks
for rhe AMA process. It wil! help to address the level
playing field concerns with AMA."
The beta factors introduced under TSA, which give
a risk weighting of between 12% and 18% to different business lines dep en ding on their riskiness, wiJl

/lAMA models do not have high
granularity - it is lower than TSA
or even BIA in some cases. AMA is
not just a step up from TSA, it is a
completely different animal. Regulators
will want something different, they
have lost confidence in AMA"
Marc Leipoldt, Global Risk Advisory Services

are to use capital levels as an incentive to improve risk
management, he pointed out. "Inconsistent models
will lead to competitive inequality, There's a danger
mat different capitallevels do not represent different
levels of risk, but just different merhodology - this
would undermine me credibiliry of the operational
risk charge."
capital changes do nor convey a clear

also be revisired, Adachi added. "Do me regulatory·
business lines work to enhance me TSA risk sensirivity as intended? The calculations were do ne 10 years
ago when there was nor enough data for a rigorous
statistical analysis. Also, they may not be in line with
banks' internal practices, and the definitions are not
crystal clear - banks have some flexibility in allocating business es to the eight TSA business lines, and

message, this creates problems for regulators and
shareholders, as weU as for management, he said.

mere's concern that mis could give risé to gaming by
the banks."

lf
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thern - we are now at a reversal point and increasingly focusing on the srandard approaches. There's a
change in direction towards sirnpliciry and conservatism. We can't force banks to do AMA - we can only
put pressure on where appropriate. And the crisis
revealed problems with accredited AMA models at
existing approved AMA banks."
Adachi added: "Personally, I was disappoinred
abour AMA during the crisis.. Operational risk capital charges have not increased in line with operational risk losses - losses spiked during the crisis but
operational risk capital didn'r rise in line with rhe
losses, and that should nor be che case for AMA. You
don't expect a one-ro-orie relationship between capital and losses, but they should move in parallel co
some extent,"
Loss of confidence
Marc Leipoldr, founder of the consultancy Global
Risk Advisory Services and a former head of operational risk review at AB Amro, also criticised AMA:
"AMA models do nor have high granularity - ir is
lower than TSA or even BIA in some cases. AMA is
not jusr a step up from TSA, it is a cornpletely different animal-like a crocodile compared to a butterfly.
Regulators wil! want sornething different, rhey have
lost confidence in AMA."
But another speaker at me conference defended
AMA, saying that it provided greater objcctiviry
and improved risk management. Yusuf Yasin, head
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(clockwise from left): Andrew Cherriman, cao, wholesale bank,
South & South-east Asia, Standard Chartered; Vijay Bharadwaj,
regional director, operational risk, Eastspring Investments; Marc
Leipoldt, founder, Global Risk Advisory Services; Mltsutoshi
Adachi, director, Bank of Japan; lngo Noka, head of country risk
management AP CEMEA, Visa; lain Sharp, partner, Kennedys;
(centre) Anthony Rizzo, risk executive, strategie and operational
risk, Commonwealth Bank

of operational

risk for wholesale bank finance at

Standard Chartered Bank, argued: "In a non-AMA
environment, subjectiviry plays a role in determining
risk appetire and ether things. You can't usually ger a
dollar value. But AMA provides answers: it provides
you wirh support for challenging risk assessmenrs. A
lack of objectiviry can intro duce a lot of bias."
He admitred that, for many banks, "implernent-

and the outpurs are useful for risk management and
provide evidence for me use rest," he said. '~
is
also important in reporting and moniroring - banks
can have an information overload, but ir may jusr be
a case of managers absolving thernselves of responsibiliry by reporting everything, rather than really
informing management of whar they need to know."
the shortcomings of the Basel rules were the
dominant issue in regulation, discussions of risk

If

ing AMA meant facing a lor of sceptics - both risk
managers and senior management - who couldn'r see
how we could be qualified or what me benefir would

management practices centred around me irnportance of culture. One speaker warned that there was

be for operational risk management". But the advanrages were real: '~
can bring capiral efficiencies,

no quick way to repair or improve an inadequate risk
culture - but added that managers should still be able

August 2012

to track improvements as rhey happen.
Mohammed Tariq Gondal, rhe head of operational
risk management at Pakistan's MCB Bank, said that
even relatively rapid improvements would only yield
results in years rather than months,
"Cultural change takes time: rhe short term is (Wo
or three years, me long term is five or more," he said.
"Ir depends on whether people are accepting change
or reluctant to change - it can happen in as linie as a
year - but you need to leave a couple of parhs for rhe
people who are reluctant to change."
Gondallisted merries rhat operational risk managers and orhers could use ro track the progress of
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top-down efforts to change an organisational
culture for the better. "The loss database is a prime

controls. Anthony Rizzo, risk executive for strategic and operarional risk at Commonwealth Bank

and understand

indicaror, bom severity and frequency, but it has
to be combined with root cause analysis," Gondal

of Australia, argued: "Control design around rogue

be unpopular."

suggested. ''You have con trol breach data, the audit
ratings of branches, cusromer complaints, mystery
shopper reports and regularory concerns, and so on.
Low staff turnover implies you have a reduction in
operational risk issues."
Direct visibiliry of cultural changes was impossibIe: behaviour could be observed, but the most
important cultural changes happened below rhe
in changes in erhics or values, and could nor
be measured direcrly, Gondal said. The importance
of a strong risk culture, and me difficulry of crearing
one, was discussed at OpRisk North America in New
Vork earlier this year (www.risk.net/2169992).
surface.

Rogue reports
Rogue trading, in particular, sterns from failures of
culture, supervision and controls, delegates at the
Singapore conference heard. But its occurrence was
also linked to a weakness in operational risk management, with risk deparrments unwiUing or unable to
stand up to business lines, speakers said.
Andrew Cherriman, the chief operaring officer for
Standard Charrered's wholesale bank in South and
Sourh-easr Asia, said: "There are three factors around
rogue trading. First, culture: often, rogue trading
cases start around embarrassment over amistake thar
people are trying to cover up because rhey are too
scared to admit they've made rhe loss - rhat comes

trading events is nor always weil understood - there
are cultural as weil as formal controls. Operarional
risk management has a crucial role in rhe design of
controls, but thar has to co me wirh an understanding of their effectiveness."
Leipoldt, however, doubted that mis would be
feasible: "Operational risk management is accountabie for the controls if they are not in place, but they
cant know every detail of every process - they need
to focus on key risk indicarors."
Cherriman also disagreed: "Operational risk is not
responsible for che design of controls - it should give
an opinion on whether they will work as designed
and give the operators what they need. Op risk needs

"An effective risk manager needs to
have worked in a major function front office, back office, and ideally
more than one - to learn what's golng
on and understand the culture;' he
said. "And it's also about culture and
backbone. They must be willing to
be unpopular"
Andrew Cherriman, Standard Chartered
to make sure rhe right key risk indicarors are in place,

down to the culture of me organisarion. Second,
supervision: if you have people in the office until 2am
night after night, are the management aware? How

and they should be saying when me business has

do they not ask questions abour why people are in
the office late, when mat is a warning sign? Do rhe
supervisors actually know what is going on? And rhe
third is controls."

Leipoldt warned. "Ir's not uncommon to see op risk
management as rhe conscience of the bank. Lots of

Leipoldt at Global Risk Advisory Services agreed
on the imporrance of culrure, but added a fourrh
factor: "[Rogue rraders] must also feel they can possibly ger away with it, whatever the culture."
In fact, operational risk managers have been noriceably weak in the rogue trading area, Leipoldt added.
"There are no cases of the operational risk manager
discovering rhe rogue trader - rhis is symbolic of the
weaknesses in this area. They need to look ar key risk
indicators on a daily basis."
However,
the
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the panel differed on the extent of

operarional

risk funcrion's

responsibility

for

gone outside its risk appetire."
But rhis kind of adversarial role wouldn't be easy,

op risk managers are good worriers. But rhe majority
are not very experienced - maybe the head of op risk
and one or rwo others have experience - and they

me culture," he said. "And ir's also

about culture and backbone. They musr be willing ro

Cardinal sin
Meanwhile, other speakers noted, rhe threat frora
criminal attack is growing more serious. Losses due
to credir card fraud are rising, and regulators anc
central banks are becoming increasingly coneernee.
reported Ingo Noka, head of country risk management for Asia-Pacific, central Europe, rhe Middle
East and Mrica at Visa.
Noka rold the conference mat the fraud-to-sales
ratio had fallen steadily throughout me 1990s, buz
had remained flat during the past decade at abour
5-6 basis points. With sales volumes increasing ever;
year, and currendy standing at around $6 trillion, rhe
losses are significant, he said.
"Since the volume of sales is growing, the loss is
growing every year and regularors and central banks
are becoming very concerned. You can do the rnadis
and think how much money is being pumped in
me criminal economy every year."
While cards operators have worked to improve
securi ty over this period, this has been offset .
compromis es in customer data, caused by securin
failures in the growing number of online rerailers,
he added.
"Mass data compromises are one main reason
fraud didn't go down any more. Also, there was
growth in e-commerce."
Ultimately, cards associations like Visa face a tradeolf berween convenience and security, Noka
"Convenience always clashes with securiry. If we
security and that means going rhrough rwo or rhree
more sereens to complete an internet purchase,
have found it makes volume drop olf by up to 5
or 60%. But there would be more fraud otherwise,"
Improvements in card security technology, rep - ing easily cloned magnetic stripes with chip-care

don't have the seniority to stand up ro the business
line or me trading floor. So the responsibility has to
lie with me firsr line."
Cherriman agreed: "The first line should be moni-

securiry, has led to a drop in card counterfeiting although rising internet commerce means this
been balanced or even ourweighed by rhe rise
interner-relared or 'card not present' credit card IÎ=-

toring rhe key risk indicarors. Op risk managem~nt
needs to know that rhe right ones are in place,' he
said. And he called on banks to reeruit operational
risk sraff from rhe ranks of rheir own experienced
managers. "An effective risk manager needs to have

"Internet fraud is up from 43% in 2009 ro 62
2011 of all fraud in Asia-Pacific, central Europe. zzc

worked in a major funcrion - front office, back office,
and ideally more rhan one - to learn what's going on

Middle East and Africa,' Noka said. "This is
we have been successful in pushing chip cards,
counterfeiting is down. Globally, rhe increase is from 42% to 52%. It's less because me US is
now shifting to chip card technology." _
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